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HAT impelled Mrs Indira Gandhi to suggest certain steps for a
solution of the Vietnam question has intrigued political observers.
Is she beginning to see herself as a world statesman, an international
peace-maker like her father?
But she cannot be totally unconscious of
her limitations, which are not only personal but also inherent in India's
present position of subservience.
Did she, on the eve of her departure
for Cairo, Brioni and Moscow, think it prudent to try to make this position look less subservient by saying something which might appear to be
partially critical of the latest American acts in Vietnam?
She might well
have done so, for the Russians-;-even
the prosperous,
pragmatic
and
peaceful Russia~s of our time-had
made known their growing disquiet
over the unmistakable direction of India's policies at home and abroad.
They could not have had any doubt that India's socialistic pretensions
were a sham, but they would have liked at least to see the pretensions.
maintained;
the open surrender to American
political
and economic
interests shocked not only Moscow .but also the so-called non-aligned
opinion in Cairo and Belgrade.
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So Mrs Gandhi decided to make a show of partial independence;
some polite criticism of escalat.ion, followed by suggestions for stopping
the fighting and resuming talks about Vietnam's future.
The Americans
had every reason to welcome· this move; they could afford to ignore the
doubts over escalation so long as they were assured that they would be
able to dictate their terms at any negotiations that might be held at
Geneva. Their man in London .could be relied upon to do his bit as
co-chairman at another Geneva conference; Russia, the other co-chairman,
has also ceased to be altogetber intransigent.
The main thing, therefore,
was to get the talks going while American forces maintained
their
stranglehold on the Vietnamese; Mrs Gandhi had not, of course, uttered
a word about
rioI' withdrawal of American troo s and her re erence to
eventual withdrawal or to the Vietnamese to be finally allowed to determine their future "free of external pressures" was too vague to be a
~ subject of immediate concern.
The Americans' knew that the immediate
course suggested by Mrs Gandhi could not be acceptable to North Vietnam
or the Vietcong; so they were prompt in welcoming the proposal.
But even President Nasser was not taken in. All he would agree
with was that any settlement in Vietnam must be based on the Geneva
agreement.
There seems indeed hardly any point in re-opening
the
Gene\'a negotiations when the text of the agreement t,hat emerged from
the previous negotiations
is still availab~e for study; perhaps a more
interesting subject of study is the fate of that agreement.
In case
Mrs Gandhi has had no time to study either, it had better be recalled
that the agreement of 1954, which ended the fighting between the French
and the Vietnamese and .temporarily divided the country at the 17th
Parallel, acknowledged
t.he whole of Vietnam as one State, required
the holding of national elections within two years, and envisaged the
emergence thereafter of a united and free State to be governed by people
chosen by the national electorate.
It is the Americans who did not allow
these elections to be held, because, as President Eisenhower recalled in
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his memoirs, they knew that at least
80 per cent of the people,
in the
South as in' the North,
supported
Dr Ho Chi Minh and his party. So
they got busy in South Vietnam. The
immediate result?
The International Control
Commission,
set up to
organize and supervise the elections,
reported:
"\"'hile
the Commission
has experienced
difficulties in North
Vietnam, the major part of if s difficulties has arisen in South Vietnam,"
About the Geneva provisions about
democratic
liberties and against reo
prisals, it said in despair: "The Commission is no longer able to supervise the implementation
of this Article by the Government
of the Republic of South Vietnam:'
This was in Diem's days. What
followed, how the American presence
in Vietnam threw away its advisory
cloak, how one Ipuppet administra
tion after another was set up in Saigon to lend comic!!l sanction to direct
American
control
of South: Vietnamese affairs, how people of Sou th
Vietnam who opposed this domination were subjected
to increasingly
savage military repression,
how the
USA went on increasing its military
might in South Vietnam and extended it aggressive
operations
against
North as well, should be known even
t.o Mrs Gandhi. Where is the Geneva
agreement
after all this?
Hidden
away in forgotten
archives.
It is
dead as the dodo. Nehru's daughter
could not revive it even if she wanted to. So, perhaps, she would like
. to see fresh talks for anot.her agreement, whose couclusion itself might
exonerate
the Americans from their
responsibility
for killing the earlier
agreement.
In this she keeps the disreputable and t.horoughly discredited
company of Harold Wilson, who is
following her to Moscow with a similar proposal about Vietnam.
At the
time of writing, it is difficult to be
certain about t.he exact Russian response,
but w~ekend reports
from
Moscow significantly
said that the
Russian leaders were disinclined
to
talk about. Vietnam
with Johnson's
broker from London and the Soviet
press and other information
media
had not even thought it worthwhile
to report Mrs Gandhi's brave suggestions.

A Party Problem
The Eastern Zonal Council, which
went to hibernate after its last meet4

ing some eighteen
months
ago, is
scheduled
to meet. at Ranchi this
week. The major recommendations
of
the Council's last meeting in Calcutta
have not been implemented;
there is
no need, it is said, for the Administrative Reforms Commission is going
into the6e matters more elaborately.
They will naturally be out at Ranchi
also. Not that any such discussion
would have been, in the long run,
else than worthless.
But the absence
of the item deprives t.he Council of
a conveniently
vague expression
of
purpQsel which can mean anything
and nothing.
Obviously, the agenda
will
contain
peripheral
subjects
only. Whether a meeting is at all
necessary to discuss such matters may
lead to a bigger question
whether
zonal councils,
a~ they are today,
serve any useful purpose.
If they
were effective, the boundary dispute
between
Maharashtra
and Mysore
would not have been what it is; nOf
would the dispute over two hamlet~
between West Bengal and Bihar have
dragged on.
The Union Home Minister, who
has convened the conference, and the
Chief Ministers who will attend it
naturally hold a different view. The
Bihar' Chief Minister has said that
they would discuss the law and order
question-another
omnibus
expression which can do service for all
kinds of confabulations.
\tVhat remains unclear is what are the common p¥lblems of law and order in
the half-dozen States and Territories
in the eastern zone. Assam's law and
order problem is different from West
'Bengal's and much more so from
that of Bihar or Orissa.
The onlv
relevant point seems to be inter-State
cooperation
in the maintenance
of
law and order; of this there is already plenty, as was evident during
the food agitation in West Bengal.
Police battalions were rushed to this
St.ate not only from its neighbours in
the eastern zone but from all over
India.
Greater
cooperation
in this
field may not be desirable,
for the
people
have another view of such
large-scale deployment
of policemen
from other States to deal with mass
movements.
The non-official inquiry
commission has found a motive for
such cooperation
with which
the
Government
will not agree but many
may.
The meeting will, however, provide the Chief Minist.ers
with an
opportunity
to discuss a problem of a

different
order that faces the Congress party in all the four States. Its
impact on the State Governments
varies; maybe not for long. In West
Bengal and Orissa rival Congress
parties have been formed,
and in
Bihar one is said to be in the process.
An emissary of the dissidents
in
Bihar, whose leader is the former
Chief Minister, Mr Binodanand
Jha,
has already
contacted
the BangIa
Congress, and it may be a mat,ter of
weeks for a rival Congress organisation to emerge in 'Bihar. The siwation in Assam is somewhat different;
the rival factions there have not yet
reached the point of partjng but the
beginnings
show the familiar symp'
toms of an ultimate split. The lea·
del'S of the breakaway
parties are
planning to meet as early as possible
to evolve a common programme of
action.
Whatever may be t.heir im·
mediate
objective,
their sights are
]
trained on the general election as are
]
those of other parties in opposition.
]
This is a matt,er that can worry the
Chief Ministers.
With the general
election barely six months away, ad
ministration
in the States has alread
t
become routine
response
to dail
I
situations.
It has been so before
general elections, in the past alsO
Long-term policies have no validil1 I
now, and it is unlikely that any is t
going to be formulated
at the meet I'
ing of t.he Eastern
Zonal Council
At Ranchi the Chief Ministers rna
discover a more important
occu
tion in planning a strategy to thw
the dissidents.
Mr Nanda will be
hand to render assistance.

Their Excellencies
When the late Mr Lal Bahad
Shastri asked Sir N. R. Pillai to I
into the affairs of the Indian Forei
Service, and this was on June I
1%5, many were surprised; one i
verent columnist went t,o the len
of suggesting that on the same pi>
ciples Mundhra should have inquir
into the LIC scandal, Biju into
Kalinga transactions
and S. P . .T
into t.he goings-on of Dalmia-]a
The truth is that Sir N. R. Pi]
had in his years of glory and po
been one of the two main archit
of the Indian Foreign Service;
for him to be asked to examine
own creation
was, to say th'e Ie
ironical.
The drama was reee
provided by Mr J. N. Dhamija, C
of Protocol, himself a member of
JULY
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n Foreign Service, although not
vintage. How his memoranto the Pillai Committee reached
Pre seems obscure; its published
mary certainly made extraordi·
reading.
r Dhamija claims that the IFS
not done too badly abroad, which
perhaps modest enough with, as
hill put it, plenty to be modest
ut. In the IFS as now constituMr Dhamija sees a lot of fine
an material weighed down and
ted under a heavy burden of inice, casteism, nepotism, favouriand cormption-all
tpe work of
handful o{ ICS men who got into
act early on the creation of the
and remain there through
no
ious merit of their own. Much
the published criticism is in fact
'n t 'ehru who let the ICS get
y with just about anything.
ehru is gone; the ICS is not, yet;
ce the shock produced
by Mr
mija's uninhibited testimony.
he shock was needed. Some MP~
mplain against Indian
missions
ad mainly when their exaggeratamour propre has been hurt, perps through no fault of the mission
iled. It is also necessary to be
ry about criticism to the effect that
Indian missions are not Indian
ugh; this comes from those who
rd an orchestra in the Indian Con·
tion and missed the sOllnd of the
or the veena.
Some of Mr
mija's object,ions to the present
are al a rather odd; some of his
mmendations would make the
a pale replica of the ICS he !lOW
es so strongly. But Mr Dhamija
rendered a real service by opena question which appeared closed
d throwing light on a dark horse.
e poor punter is India, who has
becn told that t,he totalizator is
nipulated. The IFS, which can
Iv wait [or the demise of the
, has its leaking roofs to mend. In
missions abroad "India" should
the name of a desperately poor
ntry and not merely that of a
of cigarettes.

Protecting Ministers
he problems of the administration
all known; the question is how to
over them-said
Mr Morarji
i, ·Chairman of the Adminis've Reforms Commission
and
d, "I can tell you we've not got
single new idea."
Favouritism,

misuse of power, delays and corruption-the
same old complaints.
The report of the Punjab
Administrative
Reforms Comm'ission will
possibly satisfy Mr Desai because it
has said .something new. Instead of
harping on ministerial interference in
administration
the report urges protect,ion to legistators and Ministers
from the onslaught of officers. It appears from the report that the Ministers, often without the formal education and superior culture of the sop'histicated bureaucrats,
are bamboozled into conceding transfers, promotions, increments and special pays to
the titans of the Civil Service. "An impregnable fort has to be built around
the legislators against this kind of
personal onslaught of the government
servants."
The Commission
has requested the officers not to undermine
the prestige of the MinIsters because
one or two Ministers may not be up
to the mark.
The
findings
of '.the Punj'ab
Commission
make strange
reading,
the more so as it comes from a land
notorious for the tyranny of Ministers and legislators.
But the Commission must b~ knowing better, specially when it is headed by a former
Chief Minister of Mysore. However,
not. all will agree with the deductions
made by the Commission from some
familiar
patterns
of conduct.
The
Commission believes that people prefer to see Ministers because they have
lost faith in the officers who keep
more and more aloof. This finds an
echo in Mr Desai, too, who believes
that people go to Ministers because
officers are not accessible.
From his
own experience as an official. under
the British Raj', he must be knowing that officers are not encouraged
to mix ,freely with people because
social mixing and judicial neutrality
do not go hand in hand, sermons and
lectures
notwithstanding.
Precisely
because of this, officers are not encouraged to seek transfers to their
home ~stations.
Moreover,
officers
will interpret the peoples' habit in an
altogether different way. People will
go to the legislators because the .latter are more amenable
to pressures
of various sorts, specially when the
legislators know that they must make
the hay while the sun shines.
Another
suggestion
of the Commission which will find a great advocate in Mrs Gandhi
is that inefficiency should be -recognised
as a
ground for major punishment.
But

what is the objective
standard
ol
judging efficiency?
Mr Desai's description of efficiency as "doing a particular piece of work in the quickest
possible time with t.he least expenditure and harm to anyone and with
a completely objective and impersonal attitude"
is a text-book platitude
and will in no way help practical
application.
It is easy to ev"aluate a
salesman, but not. a district magistrate or an educatiOn secretary.
In
the absence of scientific crit.eria, the
Service will be denuded of all security which is perhaps today the only
allurement
that draws qualified persons to the government.
The Commission
has condemned
red-tapism in t.he stereotyped way and
suggested the stereotype formula ol
delegated authority.
It has not taken into consideration
the basic fact
that when finance is centralised and
public accountability
is the fundamental principle of democracy, delay
is bound to occur.
The system being such, he will be a foolish officer
indeed
who. will not take care ot
every movement, of file and of every
endorsement
when judicial
enquiry
may follow any moment.
Indeed, it is useless to appoint a
Reforms Commission whose terms ot
reference are only the brushing up of
the existing structure.
Mr Desai was
not off the mark when he said that
he sometimes wished the entire administrative
personnel
were repla<;ed.
But the Punjab
Commission
has
made some novel--or
4siUy~suggestions.
To improve the administration it wants legislators to be given
a salary not less than that of the
highest paid civil servant, good bungalows earmarked
for the officers, a
week's
holiday
in three
months,
whole time office assistants, telephones
at Government
expense and Rs 50
per month to buy postage stamps I

Indira,

Indira

It was wonderful
to know that
the Soviet Union has 55 girl~ named
after Indira, Irrdia's beloved Prime
Minister.
It was even more wonder.
ful when we read that in Egypt,
which now calls itself the UAR,
there was at least one boy named
Jawaharlal
and at least one girl called Indira.
In the USSR at am
rate the "process of naming" appa'rently began long before Mrs Gandhi
became India's
Prime Minist.er, or
even Information
Minister.
Perhaps
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He's a practical man, He knows
the importance. of saving. Every
month he buys one National
Savings Certificate for Rs. 100.
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it was the tilt; Indira is only one
letter added. to India.
Perhaps
it
was the good fortune of being Mr
Nehru's daughter.
Perhaps the educational
commissars
of the Soviet
Union had indicated
that naming
newborn girls Indira would help improve Indo-Soviet
relations.
Whatever the reason, it is heart-warming
to know that India's Prime Minista
has many namesakes, some of WhOlll
are even pen friends.
If this .is li!)t
rapport, what is?
More than 20 years ago a Bengali
writer conceived of a revolution
in
India
after which
Mitras
became
Mitrovs, Sens Senins, Ghoshs Ghoshskis, Alis Alins, Dhars Dhorkis, Osmans
Osmanovs,
Chattopadhyays
Chotskys, Fakhruddins
Fakhirovitches
and
Bhattacharyas
Bhattacharskys.
We have checked our files fairly carefully but cannot find that there has
been a revolution in India; but we do
remember
that, .after the Twentieth
Congress ~f the Communist
Party of
the Soviet Union, an Indian named
Stalin Bose was by deed poll destalinized;
he advertised ·that he was
thereafter to be known as Aj'oy Bose.
There wa~ mildly amusing comment
at the time in a contemporary
that,
since the latter was the name of the
secretary of the Communist
Party ot
India, the name !llight have to be
changed again. No further advertisement, as far as we know, has been seen
since.
Not by ,name alone are international relations cemented;
and it is
devoutly' to be hoped that the 55
Indiras in the Soviet Union and the
56th in the UAR will not one day
have to go through tbe processes of
deed poll to call themselves
something else because in their countries
there has meanwhile been what may
be called a "devaluation
of Indira;'
-like
India's
currency last month.
Mrs Indira Gandhi has recently been
to the UAR and is at the moment in
the USSR discussing, if that is the
word, various burning ques"..ions with
the leaders of those countries. (Burning is certainly the word for Vietnam.)
Names are unlikely to have
been on the agenda. There is, however, no truth in the rumour
that
there is a constitut,ional
amendment
round the corner which would make
the document open with the declaration:
Indira
that IS Bharat ... although there must be advocates
of
neutral names who will argue that
India may change but Bharat never.
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wing-loading
and aerodynamics of the bumble bee is such
t.hat it cannot fly. But it doe?, defying all the laws of aerodynamics and
must be aware all the time of the
inevitability
of
a
belly-landing.
Which certainly should not add to
the bumble bee's joy.
The Congress party is very much
like a bumble bee. It must be surprised at its infinite capacity to survive one crisis after another and keep
afloat. Anyway, Mr Kamaraj is reported to have· expressed
surprise
that
even after the devaluation
decision,
the Congress party co~tinues to stay
in offioe. It was, to him, a measure
of t.he· Opposition's
failure to. throw
th~ Congress au t on the issue of
pnces.
'
When the Working Committee met
on July 5, it was reasonable to expect
a confrontation
between the leaders
of the organisation
and the Government.
The entire gamut of partyO"overnment relationship
by extension
~f the Kamaraj-Indira
Gandhi
differences was to have come under a
new scrutiny and some pyrotechnics
were indicated.
But it turned out
to be a damp squib.
At the end of
the two-hour meeting, each side seemed to think it had won a tactical victory by putting. the much publicised.
debate off to July 19. There. was
something
ersatz about the at~ltude
of each side. Hardly twenty m1l1utes
were· devoted to the main subject on
the agenda
and the Mysore-Maharashtra border dispute came in handy.
:'Mr
Nijaling<lippa
hais sa~ed the
Prime Minister," the wag qUIpped a~
Mr Sadiq Ali was briefing us at the
end of the meeting.
I t was a sad
commentary
on the Congress- 'party's
sense of national priorities.
But to
those who have watched the' unseemly lobbying before the meeting,. it
was a commentary
on somethmg
worse-the
uninhibited
factional role
of the leaders of the Government
and
the party. "How serious are the differences between
Mr Kamaraj
and
Mrs Gandhi,"
is the question many
ask in this city that went ga-ga over
the Beatles last week. The BeatIe

Damp
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outlook
is fast pervading
Congr
politics, it would seem.
The J(dy 5 meeting was called
Mr Kamaraj
to discuss devaluati
and allied matters. Through deval
tion, the party-Government
relati
ship would have been brought i
debate.
The t.e1egram [rom Mr
jalingappa demanding a special ill
ing of the Working
Committee
reconsider
the border dispute ca
long after the July 5 meeting h
been called. So Mr Kamaraj thou
there was no need for an emerge
meeting because the scheduled m
ing was so close .. But it surpri
us to hear Mrs Indira Gandhi
during her Southern
tour that
Working Commit.tee was' meeting
discuss the border dispute I
I

Playing For Time
On the eve of the meeting,
the parties were playing
[or ti
Neither side was sure of its stren
because of the kaleidoscopic cha
in the alignments.
And immedia
before the meeting, Mr Dinesh Si
of all people (he is not a member
the Working Committee),
was I
bying for putting off the devalua'
issue at the July 5 meeting.
Atulya Ghosh had come round to
lieving that the Prime Minister
not be blamed for not consulting
party on devaluation.
The late
Nehru did not botheli about s
protocol niceties when he deva]
the rupee in 1949 and i[ anyone t'
to censure Mrs Gandhi at the m
ing, he would back the Prime Mi
ter. Mr Biju Patnaik had a t
tete with Mr Atulya Ghosh. It
checkmate
politics
throughout
week and no wonder Mr Ghosh s
in Ernakulam on Saturday that th
was no rift between the Prime ~
ister and the Congress President.
The dice seemed to be loa
against the Prime Minister on
eve of the meeting.
The authors
the devaluation
decision, Mr A
Mehta and Mr Subramaniam,
rna
ed to get away from India.
Pati!, who is believed to be close
the Prime Minister
now, was
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But de pite all this, Mr
J wa 1I0t confident he could
he forced a showdown. Mr
R ddy\ position is still un·
table.
Ir Atulya Ghosh had
ed off another volte face act and
~yndi(ate which was united on
tbmR else wa disintegrating
the qlle~tion of assailing the
ini ter came. So all the
i Kamaraj has been expres·
t the Prime Minister's cavalier
of treating the party did not
up to anything. Mr Kamaraj
nOI prepared to take the risk of
tmg a hattie and losing it. The
upport the Prime Minister has
d I surprising but as someone
, all courtiers are turncoats and
ne in power could always muster
e upport.
th the sides seemed to have
thc ncw alignments
and
ide was willing to open the
chy i slle. The Note prepared
the Finance Ministry was circuted to the members by the Prime
ni ter and Mr Morarji Desai cir·
laled another Note, of his own,
ng the members. However, un·
ttingl), Mr Krishna Menon saved
ituation for the Prime Minister
pointing out that they needed
to stlldy the two Notes and they
uld discuss the subject later. The
te circulated by the Prime Minis·
dealt with the economic situation
not with devaluation.
Everyone
ws the situation is bad enough
lhe members expected a different
d of note. At the instance of
Prime Minister and the Congress
idenl, !\Ir Patnaik had prepared
que tionnaire on the impact of deualion. The questionnaire
is be·
cirrulated among the concerned
lOi tries and on the basis of their·
wer a new Note would be prered and circulated
before
the
orking Committee meets on July 19.
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In contrast, the members
of the
Congress Parliamentary
Party
executive who sought a debate on devaluation
two days later, did not
suffer from any of these inhibitions.
They assailed the Government,
pulling no punches and when Mr Baliram Bhagat, State Minister for Fin·
ance, tried to tell them that the price
rise was not much, he was heckled.
Mr Raghunath
Singh who briefed
news described the heckling
rather
euphemistically.
"Members were not
convinced by Mr Bhagat's reply", he
said.
The Desai Group
Much depends now on' which way
the Morarji
Desai
group
turns.
Would it switch support to the Prlme
Minister
or join hands
with Mr
Kamaraj to fight her? Mr Kamaraj's
group
is a truncated
force now.
Some time ago, the Morarji
Desai
group was planning a censure of the
Government
in the Congress Parliamentary Party.
Later it was talking
of a debate which would not be a
formal censure
debate
but would
have the effect of "cutting" the Prime
Minister to size. The argument was
that the Government
should not be
weakened on the eve of the elections
lest it should affect Congress chances.
But all the same the Prime Minister
needed a dressing down in the party.
Mr Kamaraj's dilemma is complete
now. The Syndicate is already advising him to shift his activity
to
Madras State where the DMK challenge to the Congress position is real.
But Mr Kamaraj's
blood pressure
rises when any correspondent
asks
him about Congress prospects in his
home State.
His touchiness
i5 underst.andable.
He claims the DMK
would be routed but was angry only
the other day that a certain
Bi~
Business daily carri~d a long article
on the DMK strength in Tamiland.
. He even said it was inspired by a
Big Business lobby out to discredit
him. But in all fairness it must be
stated that the article did not make
any attempt
to play up the DMK
and there was a good deal of underI statement by the correspondent
of the
DMK's strength.
Fruitless Mission
Mr Asoka Mehta is back without
anything significant to declare.
His
trip was of little more than prestige
value because he did not achieve
anything- he set out to. Rescheduling of debts and non-project
aid are

two of the four subjects he wanted
to discuss. But he had precious
little to say about
these two. He
could not discuss the Indo-Soviet
trade deadlock
and Mr Manubhai
Shah had to go to Moscow for that.
He could not discuss Suratgarh-type
of farms for India and Mr C. Subramaniam
had to take a trip. Mr
Mehta could not discuss Bokaro cost~
and a special team led by Mr Wanchoo was necessary.
The mood of
the Soviet leaders was unmistakable.
Mr Mehta could not meet a single
leader of consequence and his talks
were mostly with the officials. The
Bokaro team found that the Soviet
experts were not impressed
in the
least by its reasoning and while the
Dastur
Company
has suggested a
Rs. 107 crore cut, the Soviet experts
would not agree to a cut of more
than Rs IO crores. All this confirms
the earlier belief in New Delhi that
aid talks would have to be held at
a much higher level and Mr Asoka
Mehta's visit was unnecessary now.
And so another week passes in t~e
Capital, "Chalta hain" as the Hindi·
speaking people here say.
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Indian Foreign Ser\'ice
OUTSIDER

01 'I)ER if the readers of newspapers gave enough thought to
memorandum on the Indian FoService submitted to the Pillai
illee by Mr J. N. Dhamija, the
nt Chief of Protocol in the Minof External Affairs. I just canexplain how so drastic a condemon of the Service in its presen t
dition, which must destroy the
of romance or glory which
to have undeservedly surround11, could have reached the Press.
gO\ernment which suppresses all
pressions of independent
opinion
It officials, has apparently
been
oughly befooled. Or is it aner instance of the Government's
aviour in allowing the most gamng admissions against it to : be
de, and then considering it enough
plain these away?
The language used is shocking,
in the short verbatim extracts
blishl'din tJle papers. Here is one:
''With a negative and unhelpful approach,".says the mcmorandum in conexion with selection and promotion,
lIith ut uniformly adhering to principleswhcn numerous exceptions are made
I a commodate thc favoured ones, our
G It rtlmcnt has come to be labelled ~s
the Government of approaches and pernalities where one rule is applied to
a certain individual and a different rule
10 another,"

ince, in speaking about discrimition. the Chief of Protocol even
e Ihe analogy of the Dreyfus case,
e late of affairs seems to be pretty
d. I have, however, some doubt
bethel' the official knows whether
e false condemnation
of Dreyfus
for spying and treason on the
ngth of forged evidence, and that
i casedivided France politically for
e 'thing like ten years.
The bitterness of self-criticism
is
more qualified.
Speaking of the
ailing ethics of the whole Ser, Mr Dhamija says:
"Inslead of guiding Ministers judiciouslyand forthrightly with honesty of
purpose,a few of us, dominated by our
own interests and involvements, fell.
thus sacrificing the principles of larger

interests of administration
try."

Continuing

and our coun-

he says:

"Having compromised our intellectual
honesty to serve Our selfish interests
rather than to build up a healthy and
corporate civil service, certain evil forces
came to be released which, in turn,
created factions and discords destroying
the esprit de corps and breaking up the'
morale of the service as a whole."

Mr Dhamija
makes the members
of the old I.C.S. who are in the Foreign Service, largely responsible for
its ills. I have no difficulty in agreeing with him, and I feel he need not
have made the reservations about the
personal merits of some of the I.C.S.
men. What was wrong was the very
principle
of retaining
them in any
service after independence.
Irrespective of their ability they should have
been retired
for political
reasons
alone.
Take
the examples
of _Sir
Girj'a Shankar Bajpai and Mr B. R.
Sen who became the first representative of India in Washington
and in
the U.N.
There could be no question about their ability, but there was
also their previous record under British rule. Nevertheless, there was an
awful exhibition
of the inferiority
complex towards them by the Congress politicians.
.
I never had much respect even for
the British members of the I.C.S., not
to speak of their Indian imitations. In
fact, in th~ best days of the Service,
even some of their wives, when they
were clever, had sized up their hus~
bands.
Here is the verdict of a very
clever wife: "Take my husband, for
instance.
Jack was a clever man,
though I say so who shouldn't. Government has eaten him up. All his
ideas and powers of conversationhe really used to be a good talker,
even to his wife, in the old days-are
taken from him by this-this
kitchensink of a Government.
That's
the
case with every man here who is at
work. I don't suppose a Russian con·
vict under the knout is able to amuse
the rest of his gang; and all our menfolk here are gilded convicts."
I noticed this in my own social

life after independence,
and some
years ago I said to an English diplomat that, compared with the French,
German, or Italian
diplomats,
the
members of the British High Commission seemed to lag behind intellectually and culturally.
He, a member of the British
Diplomatic
Service, smiled and replied: "You know,
most of them come from the Commonwealth
Office.
The
Foreign
Office gets the pick, the Colonial
Office the next best because there is
still something
to be done in the
colonies,
and
the Commonwealth
Office the left-overs."
Of course, he
spoke half in jest, but I felt that to
be correct.
I have, however, been
assured on very high authority
that
the members of the old I.es.
who
are in the High Commission do not
compare
unfavourably
with
the
career diplomats.
Yet I do feel that
their manners and personality,
together with the manners and the personality of their wives, are different.
I can easily say that here is a British
diplomat,
and here is an ex-Indian
official.
To be diplomat
one has' to be
something besides a clever, able, and
educated man.
Perhaps one day I
shall deal with that aspect of our
diplomatic
service.
Here, however,
I. am concerned with a different questIOn: would an Indian who is qualified in character,
personality,
and
education to be a good diplomat get
a chance from the External Affairs
Ministry?
There is an old Bengali
proverb that even the brilliance of a
diamond may be dimmed by being
rubbed against the horps of a ram.
The Costume
Take for instance the conditions
under which an Indian diplomat is
asked to serve his country, beginning
wi~h his material appearance.
Can
any ambassador show to any advantage in the costume prescribed
for
him formally,
namely, in a black
sherwani and churidar pajama? Take
as contrast
the
costume
for the
French
Diplomatic
and
Consular
Corps laid 90wn by the Decree of
April 15, 1882, which is continuing
with only slight modifications:
Article First-The
costume of the
members of the Diplomatic and Consular Corps is laid down in the following
manner: coat to be in cloth of nationalblue colour, buttoned straight
on the
chest with nine buttons; straight collar
with facings in the same national-blue;

•

•

gold-lace embroidery (with designs like
the leaves of pansy and other ornamental motifs), as shown on the attached
patterns; gilt buttons stamped with the
Republican fasces, surrounded by o)ive
branches.
Waistcoat, either blue or white, with
one range of buttons.
White breeches or white trousers with
a gold stripe 4S mm. in width.
Plumed hat with embroidered edginr(s
and the national cockade.
Swqrd wi~h a mOther-of-pearl and
gold hilt, and Republican fasces on the
shield of the guard,

Before such an apparition
a sherwani-and
pajama would only say"Jo Hukm 1"
Then, there' is the question of language. The language an ambassador
of ours will think it proper to use in
diplomatic
intercourse will be something which in his opinion will' not
be intelligible
to his Minister,
and
if he uses that which will be it will
not be in the style of diplomacy, if it
is in English.
But I do not see why
theoretically
they should use English
and not Hindi.
All patriotic diplomats like to speak in their own language. Once in the French Embassy
in London I had a conversation with
the French Ambassador,
M Chauvel.
He was speaking very good English,
and I asked him if he had been educated in England or lived there long.
He said that he had not, and that he
had learnt all his English in France.
Naturally,
the topic of Paul Cambon's tenure of the same office came
up, and I said that I supposed he
spoke very good English.
M Chauvel
replied, "But he would not speak it."
Then
I remembered
Sir Edward
Grey's remark
that Cam bon spoke
French so distinctly
that he .could
even visualize his remarks.
"Raj-Dutavas"
Supposing
an Indian
ambassador
had his fancy, a proper
patriotic
fancy, what is the style he would' be
forced to accept.
May I give some
examples?
Once I had to ask the
Hindi section of the External Affairs
Ministry for the equivalents
of two
words:
Embassy
and
Counsellor.
Prompt came the answer that an EmbMsy in prescribed official Hindi was
Raj-Dutavas.
Thinking
it rather odd
that a Republic
should have RajDuts, 1repeated Dutavas? No, came
the confident reply, it must be Rajdutavas.
I could, of course, have
cited Sanskrit usage against him, for

in Sanskrit an ambassador is generally duta, but that would have been
useless.
Then I found that the Hindi equivalent of embassy stood only for the
secondary meaning of the word, namely, t.he building which housed an embassy, and that there was no term for
the primary meaning:
the personnel
of tile diplomatic
mission taken collectively.
The Hindi for Counsellor was even
cruder.
It
was
Paramarslh-data,
which in Bengali at all events stands
only for a giver of evil counsel.
But
Counsellor in English is a technical
term which has no relationship
to its
etymological meaning.

With this kind of subtlety in H~ndi
for diplomacy, the ambassador might
as well throw overboard all diploma.
tic fineness.
Even for business it
would be a great hazard.
Once I
had to examine the text of a treatv
in French, English, and Hindi, in
all three of which it was to be authoritative
for legal interpretation.
I
found that the Hindi version could
not bear any interpretation,
because
it was virtually meaningless.
It wa
in the end dropped.
Such are the external conditions in
which our ambassadors have to work.
I shall deal with the internal cond~
tions on another suitable occasion.

Letter From The South

Agitation And Achievement
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CORRESPONDENT

HE Prime Minister told a public
meeting recently tha~ problems
could not be solved through agita.
tions.
But recent events in Kerala
and elsewhere prove the contrary.
One lakh three thousand teachers
working in Government
and aided
schools decided to stay away from
schools from June 22 after having
failed to achieve their demand for
higher pay. Declaring a lock-out by
closing all the schools, a Government
Press Note deplored
the total disregard (by the t~achers) of "all steps
taken by the Government
to improve
their conditions
of service".
The
same Press Note also said that the
"Government
was keen on improving
the lot of teachers and their position"
but had no resources to meet their
request.
But within three days, the
Government
came round and suddenly found resources to meet the
same demand.
Only a couple of months ago, four
lakh NGOs and other
fixed-wage
earners in industries were preparing
for strike in Andhra.
There was a
big agitation, huge mass rallies were
held and the Government
which appeared to be firm came down at the
eleventh hour and found enough resources to meet the demands of the
NGOs.
The recent Andhra Pradesh Congress Political
Conference
warned

the Centre that if a steel plant w
not located in Visakhapatnam,
then
severe consequences would follow an
scenes reminiscent of the martyrdo
of Potli Sriramulu
and conseque
stoppage of trains may be repeat
Now that Mrs Indira Gandhi
practically turned down the requ
again in the name oE paucity of
sources, one need not be surprised
a movement
starts and the Cen
eventually
accepts the recommen
tion of the expert team to locate
fifth steel plant at Visakhapatnam.
As the Speaker of the Legislati
Assembly remarked at a meeting
legislators
addressed
by the Pri
Minister, the agitational
form
.
momentum
when the constitutio
form fails to achieve the purpose.
has always been the failure and .
capacity of the Congress Governm
to react
to people's
desires
pressed through constitutional
£0
that has led to agitations and dem
strations.
Fighting Famine
The Tirupathi
conference of C
Ministers oE Southern
States mi
Kerala and including
Maharash
was held towards the end of the t .
week of June amidst a lot of fan
and publicity.
The purpose of
conference was to iliscuss and coo
nate measures to fight famine
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Letter From America
rnmcnt to finance an IOtegrated
n. The Union Food Minister,
r C. SlIbramaniam, trained
in
erican olutions to the food pro. talked about this subject. generI in tead of making suggestions abROB! CHAKRAVORTI
t the peculiar problems of famineeken areas. He urged a tom preN AI11erican politics, handsome IS wellknown,
was immensely
helped
he 'llney of water resourc.es,
not always as handsome
does.
by his boyish face and his charming
plication of scientific research wIth
It is handsome
as the handsome
wife, and in the Mayoral election in
rd to evolutjon of new variety
image does. In American
politics, • New York last November John Lindeds which would be drought
say. another handsome face, defeated
. tant, special attention
to sOil the image of a handsome guy plus a
kind of marketing' technique can go
his Democratic rival, the plain, pedesn nation, cattle development, and
a long way in establishing
a polititrian Beame, despite the support of
elopment of a processing industry.
cian's career.
Recent party elections
the powerful Democratic machine of
was saying not.hing new.
To
provide interesting
pointers.
the city.
ak of Andhra Pradesh alone, there·
Ronald Reagan, a Hollywood
acWinning
an American election, it
e been at lea t a dozen famine
tor, came from nowhere to win the
must be admitted,
is a complicated
quir) reports since 1870 which
Republican
Party. nomination
for
process, involving
much more than
entian all the measures Mr Su braGovernor of California.
He will conhandsome features and the ability to
aniam talked about in his inaugu.
test
the
incumbent
Governor,
George
say the right things at the right moI peech.
Brown, who is a Democrat.
Reagan
ment so.. that your words form an
Thr real problem is that of finhas all the glamour
that, screen
image that satisfies the key groups in
nee and a planned approach.
But
career endows and, as several newsa constituency.
But there is no denyr pending huge amounts on tempapers reported,
his political
ideas
ing the fact that the candidate's phyrary relief to victims of droughl
were the handiwork of a public relasical appeal is an important
element
rno t every year and writing off huge
tions firm.
Compared
to him, as a
in the final count and that public
amount of land revenue, the govcolumn-ist recently wrote, Governor
relations firms and press agents work
ernment at the Centre and in the
Brown, although
showing an excelfuriously behind the scene to put the
tate have done nothing
in the
lent record in a big, difficult State,
right image across in the public mind.
ection of permanent relief.
Poli"looks like the man next door."
He
All this is an a-political, somewhat
cal partie, including the Congr~ss,
stuck to orthodox campaigning
keyed
commercialized
feature of the Amethe State have been suggestmg
rican political game which never ceasto p~liti~al issues and won the party's
e creation of a separate fund for
nommatlOn after a hard fight, while
es to fascinate visitors from countries
ndertaking these permanent
meaReagan talked carefully in terms of
where political fights are more elere. But talk of money led to noadvertising
slogans,
counterposing
mental and ideological.
The rift bebere.
Johnson's
"Great
Society" with his
tween Republicans
and Democrats is
It i interesting to note that all
"Creative Society."
.
not to be treated lightly, but on the
e American aid and assistance went
'!\That these words mean is anymain issues before the country it is
di triets which were already well
body's analysis, but the point ii that
more tactical than strategic, more in
veloped and not to places like
Reagan
threw a good image and
terms of ethnic and historic loyalties
a ala cerna and other famine-affect:
manipulated
slogans well, and some
than
deeply-felt
and
thought-out
eel districts in other Stat.es.
people are already talking of him as
ideologies.
It would do well to start thinking
a Presidential
hopeful, provided he
That is why in Americari politjcs,
term of finances first and the rest
can unseat Governor Brown in the
the image of the candidate sometimes
the problems would take care of
forthcoming election.
assumes such a great importance,
them elves. Unless this is done,
Another case of a handsome face
particularly
for people who want to
iam plans like the Rs. 600-crore
jutting into politics is the Lt. Goverproject
themselves
on the national
plan drawn up at the Tirupathi connor of Minnesota,
which is Hubert
scene. The tremendous development
fuence would at best serve the elecHumphrey's
state.
He defeated his
of mass communications,
particularly
tion intere ts of the ruling party.
boss, the incumbent
Governor,
a
television, and its increasing use by
veteran politician in the Democratic
politicians,
has further
aggravated
NOW
Party nomination.
It was the first
this trend.
tjme in the State's history
that an
available at railway
•
office-holder seeking nomination
was
Image Johnson
,
book eUers of
turned down by the party. The vicPresident Johnson, for instance, is
A. H. WHEELER & CO.
tor is a handsome, young man with
becoming
increasingly
conscious of
tousled Kennedy-like
hair while the
his public image thrown on the teleIt is temj)ting to say that Gielgud
defeated
Governor
is plain-looking
vision screen. He is reported to have
the best actoT in the wo-rld from
and old.
three television sets in his office. He
t neck ut) and (Sophia)
LaTen
What happened recently in Califoris said to be unsure of himself before
m the /leek down '"
nia and Minnesota
is, however., an
television cameras. But Johnson film
Newsweek
old story.
John F. Kennedy,
it is
shots do appear on television; you
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bar tele\i ion from places he
nd from the rost.rums where
r to give public addresses.
I wh), although the President
to be h} of televised news conwhere answers have to be
on the spot, he has hired Kintformer president of ABC and
t~o tele\ision networks, to imhi telc\i ion image.
His
ad\ i er, meanwhile,
must
d\ised him to tone down his
n accent anti add dramatic handto his talk.
He gestures
now than he ever did before.
I thi creates a hiaLus between
natural elf of a politician and
nthetic self that he projects be-

fore the national
audience.
Most
politicians all over the world do this
in one form or another; but in America, the process has been highly professionalised.
There are moments, though, when
you see tllfough the make-up and the
veneer; and as a Princeton
faculty
member told tpe New York Times
after
Johnson's
address
rebutting
Fulbright's
"Arrogance
of Power"
speech at John Hopkins, it would be
better if Johnson's
speech writers
desisted from filling up his speeches
with learned quotations which do not
fit in with his natural self. It would
be better, he argued, if Johnson remained plain Johnson.
.
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E ear of travel round Africa
ha made me peculiarly overIthe about. one point: I cannot
a ily swayed by slogans and
mongcring. Like Indian polin and many intellectuals
(sic)
o pa on e\crything in the name
ciali '01, omc Africans talk glibly
ut neo·colonialism, pan-Africanism
d SO on without, perhaps, undernding what they say. I know at
t the ca e of one whose dealings
th ollth .\frica, to say the least,
had)'. yet in his public utter. he preached the most fiery
nd of anti-imperialism I Again,
y white expatriates and scholars
d llJe pcllbound by their panegy-

GUPTA

rics on African character and re\'olutionary zeal; listening. to them, I often
wondered about their bank·balances,
about the liquor in their cellars and
about their houses which in Europe
only a millionaire
could afford.
Perhaps, this is another
aspect of
t.he agonizingly
painful
process of
development
of the. world's underdeveloped
countries.
Myth-making,
as Max Weber points out, has certain
utility-value and, to be honest, we all
are myth-makers
in public and private lives. But I would not identify
African
development
with
India's.
Despite their backwardness,
the African masses are acutel
keen about
po ItlCS which we are not in India.
The
bitterl
attack
their leaders
when they 0 astra and lose atience
w en promises show no sio-n of fulfilment.
is impatience of the masses
has acted in two ways on African political development-too
many governments
have
toppled
because
of
failures, others have assumed arbitrary
powers to fulfil what they promised.
In the African scene, only the sleepwalker searches for political niceties
of the Westminster
model;
to most
Africans democracy means only those
things which meet their basi~ requirements.

Perhaps, the comparative simplicity
of African society explains this attitude of the masses-today's
masters
were' just. one of them yesterday I In
tropical Africa, no social group or
economic class has yet assumed a do·
minant role. As a result, communal
consensus grows through an extended
family system and ethnic loyalties to
which all members, including the leaders, show allegiance.
While
this
makes introduction
of new ideas in
social and economic life about ten
times more difficult, it provides an indirect means to the people to control
their rulers.
This is the reason why,
despite their raised status, most African politicians are anxious to appease
popular
opinion.
They go out to
meet people and explain
to them
what their governments
are doing.
These meetings are by no means an
easy affair.
I have attended
many
meetings where the voices of speakers
were drowned by vollies of questions
from the crowd. \Vho constituted the
crowd in these meetings?
Not polished gentlemen
and
sophisticated
ladies (oh no !), but men and women
straight
from their farms, factories
and kitchens.
I once heard a woman,
with a child on her back, demanding
to know why the Minister
did not.
build a school in her village; another,
an old man, asked if roads could not
be repaired
while a young schoolleaver enquired whether officials knew
the meaning of hard work! (Everywhere in Africa, one instinctively feels
the fluttering of a restless spiriY.
Nowhere in East Africa could one
come closer to this spirit than in
Tanzania's
capital, Dar-es-Salaam. For
nearly a .month, I went round meeting and interviewing
people in offices, farms, factories and cooperatives.
Everywhere
one came face to face
with that spirit
of restlessness,
a
search for an answer to the problems
that face a new struggling
nation.
"True we cannot follow either the
western or eastern path" said a very
young civil servant.
"Yet, what is the
kind of socialism we want to build?
We have yet to find the answer".
What is Ujamaa ~ Does it mean socialism?
I asked Amir Jamal, Minister of Economic Affairs.
"In one
13
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word, yes, it means equality of opportunity to the extent it is possible".
And yet "when you say", I asked an
African j'ournalist, "that you are following
an independent
path
in
foreign and internal policy, how far
do you think you can go?
The severance of diplomatic
relations
with
Britain has already brought many development projects to a standstill because of lack of funds.
Is this not a
kind of indirect
pressure
on your
country's
policy?"
"Yes, it is", he
answered, "we may even make temporary compromises.
The trouble is
the so-called radicals always tend to
gloss over our difficulties".
On the
streets of Dar-es-Salaam, Cubans and
Chinese go round mixing freely with
the people.
"Does it not show that
we are independent
in choosing our
friends ?", asserted a lady teacher in
a local school.
"We built this cooperative"" said the chairman
of an
industrial workers' cooperative, "when
our previous
employer
sacked us
because we took part in politics I"
More Fortunate
In three respects, at least, Tanzania
has been more fortunate
than other
independent
African
countries.
In
the
first place, unlike
Kenya or
Uganda,
there are no such tri bal
arou 10 S 10 the countr
as could become a divisive force in national
alit.!.£!!. econdly,
the
prevalence
of
Swahili as a national
language
has
further
helped
in developing a national consensus among the people,
the first pre-requisite
of a modern
State.
The emot.ional estrangement
between
the English-knowing
and
non-English
knowing sections of society, often a bane in ex-British colonies, will not perhaps take place in
Tanzania.
Finally, at the time of independence
in 1961, mainland
Tanganyika was fortunate
in having
a
well-organized
political
party-the
Tang-anyika African National
Union
(TANU) under the able leadership of
Julius
Nyerere.
Of course,
as in
other places, the British made attempts to either split the party or
form new ones as their instrument.s.
In Tanganyika,
the formation of such
parties like ANC and PDC were less
14

than episodes; they were merely pass;
ing incidents.
During
the elections
of 1958-59, though under a severely
restricted
franchise,
T ANU
firmly
established
its claim as a national
political movement.
After the election of 1960, in which with one exception, T ANU won all seats in the
Legislative Assembly: it guided
the
country
to independence
in 1961.
The whole process of nationalist
development
and
transformation
of
Tanganyika
as a one- art State was
we
summarised
by the Presidential
Commission charged with the task of
reporting
on democracy
in
the
country.
~ut the making of one-party rule
involves several aifficulties, the most
serious of them being the growing
isolation of the party from the masses~
This problem needs further probing;
T ANU is a mass party and its !!ill!!bership ~as increased from its 1960
total 'of one million to six million
n.QF. One could ask, if the party
constitutes six milIion members, how
could it be isolated from the masses?
The actual governing of both party
and administration
falls, in the final
reckoning, into the hands of a much
smaller group, the professional
politicians.
The masses may trust these
full-time politicians, but where is the
guarantee that they could be held responsible to the people for their actions ? In a one-party system election could only mean voting the same
arty to power,
ut w a could 'ud~
the actIOns of individuals
inJower?
Despite the broadest franchise, therefore, people lose interest in voting
which,
under
any
circumstances,
would mean undermining
their faith
in democracy.
This process is again
described by the Commission:
"By
a paradox the more support the people have given to T ANU as a party
the more they have reduced their participation
in the process of government". Apart from this, the Commission noted other difficulties viz., loss
of free and democratic discussion; loss
of interest in the proceedings of parliament and formalization
of democratic institutions.
Certainly, if these
t.rends were left unchecked, sooner or
later, the country would suffer under

a highly, bureaucratic
organization
with the concomitant evils of abuse of
power, corruption
and irresponsibi.
lity. Hence, under guidance from the
President,
the Commission
recommended
that though
the one-party
system under T ANU should be continued, changes were needed in the
electoral system to create active in·
terest. among voters. It suggested that
all citizens could contest elections
provided they submitted their .names
to T ANU district conferences.
.The
latter would draw a preference list of
these candidates for submission to the
T ANU
National
Executive
Com·
mittee which, in turn, would choose
two candidates for each constituency.
Once this selection was made candi·
dates could go to their areas and or·
ganize their campaigns, under broad
supervision of the Party.
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An Experiment
Under this novel system, Tanzania
went to the polls on September 21,
1965. It was indeed an experiment
to save democracy in a one-party state.
Over 2.2 milIion
eo Ie exercised
their votes; 13 citizens first submitted
t elr names as candidates.
Through.
out the country, rival candidates held
meetings where voters got a chance to
judge their individual qualities. Th
results of the elections came as a great
surprise to many.
Of the 31 stan
ing MPs 16 were defeated, includi"l
11 Ministers, and of 30 T AND 0
cia Is, 22 were unsuccessful.
Referri
to the results, President Nyerere co
men ted, "It means that every mem
of Parliament is now forced to reme
ber in all his act.ions that the peop
are his masters".
.
Perhaps, more important than T
zania's recent elections are the ste
taken by her in certain other dir
tions. The first is the policy of Af
canization.
At. independence
in
cember 1961, over two-thirds of T
ganyika's civil' servants were ex
triates; today most of these posts
Africanized.
At the same time,
old colonial
policy of keeping ci
servants away from politics has be
rejected.
Today civil servants cou
hold high places in the Party and v'
versa. This, indeed, is a great de
JULY 15, I
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m the colonial legacy. Thirdly, . The true African Socialist does not
under personal guidance of the look on one class of men as his brethren and another as his natural enent, Tanzania will be establishpermanent Commission of en- mies .... He regards all men as his
members of his ever exinto cases of abuse of power by brethren-as
tending Family,", (Ujamaa, The Basis
in responsible placeS. When
of African Socialism, 1962).
mmission starts working, there
Is this concept utopian? The values
be several lessons which Tanlife were relecould teach us in the way prac- of African communal
vant in a traditional
system; but
democracy should work.
ally, to go back to the results of could they be preserved and extended
along with the process of modernizing
terviews,I have found a genuine
among all Africans to see the society? Would not the new ecoeconomic
activities,
industries
and
no new class of exploiters take
factories, further education· and adplace of old masters. "We did
ght for freedom to replace whit,e vance of Africans to higher jobs bring
in new elements of conflict in society?
with black"-said
a young
Could these be checked or kept under
tIcal leader to me. Tanzania's
by .party or. government?
omic development, thus, must go control
Would that not by itself create' new
in hand with social equality
areas of conflict and reduce the party
in individuals belong to the
munity, and one could be an ex- into an elite group and make government more arbitrary,?
These are
tel' of fellow men. The foundaquestions to which Tanzania's leaders
of African socialism, says Julius
will have to find answers some -day.
re, is "the Extended Family.

'English As She Is Teached"
ANTHONY

India as a whole the problem
of language has become a pol ione, but for the teacher the
remains: the work of teaching
n a language which at one
the same time is essentially
and yet something which, for
tu if not for employment, is funenta!. Admittedly, it will often
heard from certain quarters that
lish is one of the languages of
la. So is Sanskrit.
The statet begs the question, especially in
a!. The great majority of our
ren learn it in schools of their
medium and in such schools
ish is indeed foreign, no matter
I the conditi<ms of the outside
Id demand.
he motive for learning any lan, for the average child to be
It with, is proximity of use and
result.ant necessity for communin. To say that, through direct
od teaching, a schoolchild will
up a language if you speak it all
time is something of a specious
men!. In the Bengali-medium
1, by definition, English is not
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spoken outside the English class even
if spoken within.
There is also the
qualitative
difference
between
the
baby, with no means of communication, wanting to contact a parent and
a schoolchild,
with his own amllle
mother-tongue
at hand, mischievously
lusting for the annihilation
of the
bore by the blackboard. For the confusions and contradictions
in the teaching of English are so very great that
it has become the rule rather than
the exception
to find dullness and
ipdifference dragging at the heels of
such classes.
In Bengal, where I have come to
know this problem with some intimacy, the child has a full and fluent
tongue
of his own. A language
which, he will proudly inform you,
once won the Nobel Prize for literature at the hands of Tagore.
Thus,
to the student at school, the learning
of English becomes at once incon·
venient
and difficult.
The former
because of its immediate
uselessness
and the latter because of the lack of
proximity.
Of course parents can
speak English,
but naturally
their

own
mother-tongue
comes
much
easier in the mos1 important
classroom of all, the home.
The child, however, is a victim 01
the system. He wanders, pointlessly
forced,
through
.a rather
lifeless
course of repetiticn
and generally
finishes up with a structural
knowledge of' the English language sufficient for a limited set of ideas. If
he tries to express ideas beyond the
scope of the structures he has received or, more frequent,
if there is a
gap in his structural knowledge, then
he naturally
reverts to the translationary revenge of a word for a word.
Thus, "to go for a drive in a car"
becomes "to go for a walk in a car",
"arm" becomes "hand"
and "foot"
becomes "leg".
This can be seen all
along the line. The student has a
certain quantity of bricks, but some·
one, somewhere,
has forgotten
the
hod, plumb-line
and sink.

"Then I Got Dressed"
The sentence, "Then I gOt dressed," might well be all right as a
structure
in isolation,
but when it
leads to an edifice in which all the
sentences
never exceed five words,
begin with "Then"
and contain the
one verb "got", the result is quite
distressing.
If this is permitted
by
the method (or, even more relevant,
not forbidden)
then the student will
use it. Our methods and our teach·
ing of this subject are apallingly bad
and perhaps because English in the
classroom has become such a dead
language,
devoid
of imagery
and
humour, the student is validly bored.
This boredom
is invariably
passed
back to the teacher who marks (with
infinite degrees of care anti of care·
lessness) the end product of this, the
greatest of all 'protected'
industries.
In like manner are the majority 01
Bengali
children
taught
English.
And English children, French.
And
French children, German.
The difference being that English children
and French children, indeed children
the world over, apart from the unfortunate Indian students, do not take
their higher education
in anything
but their own tongue.
The greater
part of higher education
in Bengal
is in the English
medium.
The.
student
who strives for a Master's
degree is, therefore, at some stage or
other, flung from his secure Bengali
perch into the mud of memory; an
educatim:al
slough
of
despond.
Memory, because by this time he has
15
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probably distorted,
if not forgotten
altogether,
the inadequate
structures
that he began with. A matter of despondency because it is a memory not
of his own thoughts and ideas, but
rather hunks and chunks of answer
books.
And their English isn't all
that hot either.
To expect
the
student,
with his farcically limited
knowledge
of the language, to put
ideas, his or anyone else's, into his
own words would be' to expect him
to throw up a chance pass for certain
failure.
The ramifications
of this fact are
widespread.
The
student,
mostly,
doesn't want to be stimulated,
teased
or provoked
into thought
by his
teacher.
He wants, above all else, to
be led, fed and provided with set answers to the questions
which the
teacher thinks might occur.
Surely
higher education
is not facts and
figures, but the sense of analysis and
discrimination
that thought on those
facets can give?
It is this thinking
and judging for yourself that remains
in residue once the details are gone.
Cramming can never give that quality, but cramming is their only road
to a pass.
They are assuredly victims of the system.
A system that
infuriatingly
thrives on being neither
one nor the other;
neither Bengali
nor English.
Perhaps it will never
be; and so, being teachers, we have
to make the best of the corpse of a
system in which we worm an existence. A best, at best, that is bad;
for the pupil is a conscript.
The problem of language has become a political one indeed.
On the
level of the State itself, there is no
problem.
If it were solely a matter
of West Bengal in isolation from its
context of India, the solution would
be both straightforward
and effective.
1£ the Master's degree could be taken
either in English or Bengali, it would
be found that the great majority of
students
would opt for their own
language and with undoubtedly
good
results.
There would automatically
he a revulsion for the burden that
has been theirs for so long. An artificial burden; a punishment for which
no offence has been committed other
than being born
into a Bengalimedium home and environment
A
punishment
they do not deserve,' but
suffer from generation
to generation.
Not all students would desert English, just as some English
children
stick to French and some French children go in for German.
These stu16

dents, however, remain in the subject
because they like it and b~cause they
like it, they do well. They are interested in the language for .the sake
of the language and not for the sake
of status.
They
become specialists
and the labour
is thus efficiently
divided.
An ideal solution to the
problem; perhaps too ideal. For the
snag is that we are on the wrong
level. The state of West Bengal can·
not be extrapolated
from the context
of India.
It might work in Switzerland or the ECM, but not in India.
Or is it as simple as that?

The Choice
For Bengal the answer, assuming
that the problem will ever be faced,
is a choice.
On the one hand, there
is the decision in favour of Bengali,

in which case the Centre is upset by
a kick in the teeth for a national
language; if such a thing is ever to be
fot'thcoming.
On the other hand,
there is a decision to make all teach·
ing, from school to college, English
medium.
The practical impossibility
and political inexpedience
of such a
move is obvious; for it wquld mean
the death of Bengali JUSt as surely as
Gaelic is dying in England today.
And then we always have the easiest
of all political decisions; to retain
the status quo.
If all justice is to
be done to the students of Bengal,
we must face up to the dangers in·
herent in the last and negative move;
the move of not moving, of sitting
on this irresponsible
and unforgiv·
able fence for ever.
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A

measure of endorseme~t
of the
Prime Minister's proposals on
Vietnam was expected
from newspapers in their current mood. There
is nothing to be surprised at if most
of them have found in the proposals
a way out of the impafoSe. They have
taken American response for granted
and stressed that the fate of the Indian proposals,
most reasonable
in
tlie circumstances,
depends on whether Hanoi and Peking are prepared
to shed their recalcitrance.
But a few
regard the proposals as unsatisfactory
and predict failure because of their
inherent inadequacy.
In a voice more strident than that
of others The Times of India has
accused New Delhi of a "Wilsonian
manoeuvre to appease critics at home
by fabricating
an unconvincing
initiative on Vietnam".
It says that no
initiative from any non-aligned source
can be of any value unless its purpose is, by friendly persuasion
and
diplomacy, to help in reshaping the
U.S. policy that has only given comfort and hope to Peking and Hanoi.
Genuine reforms in South Vietnam,
the position and role of the Buddhists
there, the future of the Ky regime,
the importance
of free elections, a
recognition
of the N,ational Libera-

me
bv

tion Front, an equal recognition of
the force of Vietnamese nationalism,
a sophisticated
understanding
of
Hanoi's relations with Peking and a
similar understanding
of the need
for an Asian presence-these
are the
points on which an adaptation
of
policy is essential
before anything
can be achieved.
For this "more ac·
tive and intelligent
diplomacy towards the United States" is necessan
and the Geneva conference and appeals for peace are irrelevant.
Another dissident is Patriot which
says that the many imperatives in the
Prime Minister's
proposals are not
likely to impress thos-e most concern·
ed, Her suggestion
that the war
must stop will cause only amuscment
in the Pentagon.
As for the desperate Vietnamese, both in the North
and in the South, who are fighting
for their nation's life with their back
to the wall, they may not have' time
to listen to any advice unless it is
immediately practicable and promise
to help lift the weight of American
aggression.
The proposal
for sum·
moning the Geneva conference will
be acceptable to them only if America stops bombing targets in Viet·
nam first and agrees to withdraw its
forces.
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supports Mr Johnson's
latest adventra t is provided by The
ture in Hanoi and Haiphong.
With
n Times which says that
the bombing of targets on the outin istence on an American
skirts of these two cities the Johnson
I before negotiations can
has now done almost
need not be taken as a real is- administration
everything
it said or indicated
it
tion" because it is the next
a king for an American sur- could not do except bomb China,
and the end of this "melancholv
an eventuality not likely to
chapter" in American history is no't
on them by military or
said it was
ctors. On the question of yet. The administration
not seeking a military solution to the
. representation the paper
war, and it is now obviously seeking
Geneva conference will preprecisely that.
It said it was there
be qualified to deal with it
merely to help a legitimate Governit and "this should satisfy
ment defend itself and it has ended
" It is clearly against India
"a military clique"
any definite proposals for set- up by supporting
that is not a government.
"The
t, "for to shape the terms of
exercisal accord is the job of the re- guile" of this administration
ed in the name of high and even
ed Geneva conference and that
noble principle, is hard to match.
It
it must be left for the
was not going beyond the 17th paralt".
lel in Vietnam and it went bevond.
The Statesman Mrs Gandhi's'
It was merely going to respo~d to
move" appears commendable
enemy attacks on its bases, but it
DYreasons. She has addressed
went over to the offensive.
It was
to the whole problem of the
d how to end it, of which the - not going to get involved in a major
war on the Asian land mass but it
mgs are a part. The paper
did. The President
was not even.
doubt that if Mrs Gandhi does
faithful to his bad resolves; he has
ucceed, the fault will be of
not merely misled his enemies but
i and Peking which have "conhis friends.
ously treated" numerous wellReston .says that a great deal hangs
ng initiatives, including some
on whether the American people can
U.S.A. "But even failure will
trust the pronouncements
of their
tructive for her in this most
Government,
whether
they can reand tricky areas of internamain united on purposes they under·
diplomacy; next only to sucstand and respect, whether the allies
g it is important to know what
believe Washington
really want~ a
ob tacles are". Like The Hincompromise settlement
in Vietnam,
Times this paper aLso cautions
or merely an enemy surrender
on
andhi regarding future steps.
\Vashington's
terms.
\Vhat if the
will require much more careful
ation and consultations
tha t enemy now brings in new supplies
overland from China's ports to replace
to have been bestowed upon
the bombed Haiphong
stores of oil
t.
and places them j'ust over the China
border from North Vietnam?
Will
ladiu Hawks
the U.S. then carry the bombing to
lea~t two newspapers in In"the source"
in China?
Nobody
both of them big, have arknows, because so many things have
nts with The New
York
been said here and then repudiated
which entitle them to publish
that everybody is in doubt.
This is
tches appearing in the Amerithe larger question about
the war
paper. Not all of these dispatand President Johnson.
There seems
can be of much interest to India;
to be no guiding principle to what
lOmeof them, like a recent one
he is doing.
There is little faith in
amesReston, are. Reston's comthe U.S. in the official spoken word.
tary on the American bombing
There is immense power but little
orth Vietnam is remarkable not
confidence
in anything except that
uch for the forthrightness that
this power will be used by Lyndon
Iy marks his dispatches as for
Johnson until January 20, 1973.
ntrast it provides to the view,
Almost
simultaneously,
a report
d by Indian apologists
of
appeared in The Statesman from its
'can action among whom are
Singapore-based
correspondent,
S.
of our newspaper men.
ton writes that there is not a Nihal Singh, saying that in spite of
the great fortitude
shown by North
major nation in the world that
o

Vietnam in face of almost continuous
bombings for over a year, the raids
are now beginning
to pinch.
He,
therefore, assumes that unless Hanoi
wants "to change the rules of the
war", it cannot carryon
indefinitely.
Not satisfied with the implied endorsement of American action, he warns
India against taking any peace in itiative. (This was before Mrs Gan·
dhi's broadcast).
"It is not clear
what role India, either on its own
initiative
or through
the International Control Commission, can play
in bringing
peace
nearer".
Any
hasty step can only lead to diplomatic
embarrassment,
although
the commission, as a continuing
link between the two Vietnams, stands ready
to be utilised as an effective mediator in working out the mechanics ot
a settlement.
He thinks peace i11ltiatives
should
come from "noninvolved"
Powers
which
perhaps
exclude
India because of its chairmanship of the Control Commission.
Meanwhile, bombing raids may continue to soften up North Vietnamese
resistance
and lay the basis "for
creating
a favourable
climate
for
talks" by strengthening
the hands of
the doves in North Vietnam'.s ruling
Workers' Party.
Nihal Singh is not
worried about possible casualties
it
the raids continue, for Hanoi reports
available to him confirm preliminary
estimates that there have been sur·
prisingly f~w civilian casualties from
the initial raids on the Hanoi and
Haiphong
oil depots.
"A major
factor of course has been the precision of the bombing runs, w which
I can testify from the set of photographs I saw in Saigon".
He does
not consider it necessary to explain
how he could be so sure that there
had been no raids other than what
he saw in toe set of photographs,
or
that photographs
of all raids had
been shown to him, or that photographs of raids on civilian targets had
been t.aken. He has also many words
of
praise
for
Air
Vice-Marshal
Nguyen Cao Ky who heads what
Reston calls the military clique in
South Vietnam.
Swatantra's Advice
Confident
in its knowledge
that
most of the newspapers
would not
dare or care to criticise it, the Swatantra party has become quite prolific in its specialised advice on all
matters to all quarters.
It seems to
have, however, overstepped the limit
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in advising the U.S. that it should
liberate North Vietnam after a spell
of heavy bombing, for The Times of
lndia has come down on it with a
caustic editorial describing the party
as "our swadeshi hawks" who have
the capacity to "out-Johnson
President Johnson in his Vietnam policy".
The
paper
notes
that
many
of the Swatantra
party's
recommendations
on
how
the
world
should be put to rights are addressed
not so much to New Delhi as to the
U.S. Government.
The party does
not consider it necessary to explain
how the physical destruction
of Vietnam will promote either the interests
of India or the stability of the region
as a whole.
It does not consider the
possibility of a nuclear conflict "or it
does presumably
welcome it.... "Rationality,
however,
is something
which cannot· be expected
of crusaders who firmly believe that the
United States owes it to mankind
to obliterate
every Communist
on
earth, if necessary with the use of
nuclear
power".
The spectacle
of

such misplaced dedication
IS Impres"
sive, rather comic and also more than
a little frightening-which
incidentally is what the hydrogen
bomb
also is.
A news-item that the Union Food
Minister, Mr C. Subramaniam,
has
decided to use only a Fiat car imtead
of an imported
car for reasons· ot
economy and austerity has provoked
Super to declare in his column
in
Patriot that as a disciplined "Wheat
Cong" he has decided on the following sacrifices:
1. He will not drink
King of Kings any more; he will
drink
only
ordinary
Black
Dog
whisky.
2. Even if he is elected to
the A.LO.C.,
he will not stay in
Sun n' Sands; he will stay only in the
Taj.
3. He will not use the twoton air conditioning
unit promised
by Sethji; he will insist on a mere
one-ton
unit.
The
Fiat
decision,
Super
writes, is like devaluation.
There is no point now of talking
about it; what is necessary is to hold
the "sacrifice line" at some reasonable point.

French Films In Retrospect
PRABODH

T

KUMAR

HE four films from France shown
recently by the film societies
in Calcutta are the second in a series
organised by the Federation
of Film
Societies of India in association with
the French Embassy.
The "first, held
some t.wo years back, confined itself
to the Nouvelle Vague. The present
one, together with another three to
be screened shortly, is a sort of retrospect.
Unlike the first which was a compact "Programme covering a short period, the current one stretches from
1937 to 1955-not,
a well-carved-out
period. Three directors, Jean Renoir,
Marcel Carne and Rene Clair, figure
in the retrospection
but certainly not
with the best they have produced.
Jean Renoir's French Can-Can is
a painter's film. The use of colour
and
the
compositions
show
his
father's
influence
on him. Renoir
creates the milieu with an affect jon
and fondness of things past.
The
Paris at the turn
of the century
haunts
him
with
its sights
and
sounds, its pretty belles and dedicated artists.
One such is Danglard
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(played by Jean Gabin),
a dreamer
and a perfectionist
whose only obsession is to present can-can, a dance
form marked by vitality and youthfulness.
He loves to pick up girls
from the gutter and turn them into
accomplished
artistes.
To him nothing except his work is important
and he is ruthless about the rest. The
tenuous story at times just does not
hold together.
What
captivates
is
Renoir's wit, and observation. of men
and women, who never failed to fas~
cinate him. The performance of the
can-can in the end has a vibrance all
its own that builds up a moment of
ecstasy.
The one thing common
between
French
Can-Can and Le Carrosse
D'or (The Golden
Coach)
is Renoir's intense conviction of the performance of art and the ephemeral
nature
of human relationships.
-In
Le Carrosse D'or, the earlier creation,
the performer Camilla
(Anna Magnani) realises in the end that for her
and her fellow artistes the stage is
the world and the whole reality. The
curtain divid~
them from the au-

dience and even the admirers amon~
them and she is entitled to their ova·
tion and applause when the curtain
rings down to make .an impregnable
wall. Stepping out of the stage means
destruction
of the illusion which for
the performer is reality.
The StOiY
is told in a fairy-tale atmosphere, in·
sulated
from the realities
of the
workaday world. Once again Renoir
creates a dream-world
with his sUle
feel for colour.
A new dimension is
added by Vivaldi concert.
Marcel Carne's Drole de Drame,
produced
just before
the Second
World War, with Jac.ques Prevert a
the· story writer is very much unlike
his other films shown here before:
Les Visiteurs du Soir, Le Jour se Leve
and Hotel du Nord with their sam·
•bre settings, the present one seems as
much Prevert's as it is by Carne. Pre
vert's story has all the ingenuity to
make it a delectable comedy.
The
dialogue, even in English sub-titles,
retains the sparkling French flavour.
Although London is the place where
the funny things happen the charac·
tel'S seem hardly
English
enough.
They have a strange knack to behave in the Gallic way.

Killer of Butchers
The
crazy killer of butchers i
basically a romantic.
He gets hurt
as the animals he loves are killed b1
the butchers.
So they must be relllo~
ed for their most unromantic
act
The wife of the botanist. who causes
much of the fiasco has her romantic
spell too but that is soon to be cir
cumscribed.
The
botanist,
the
bishop and the aunt between themselves share many fads, foibles and
eccentricit.ies that lend them to rari
cature.
The milkman and his bell
have all the youthful innocence an
the romantic proclivit,ies of the worl
as yet unruffled by sordid occurrenCe!
It is to the credit of Carne and Pr~
vert that they bind together all th
disparate elements to make an el
nently enjoyable comedy.
Le Be.llcf5-de.}Vuit .by Rene Cl
confirms him as a film-maker with
personal and distinctive' style of
own.
He is held to be one of t
few masters of the cinema who, Ii
Chaplin and Disney, has created
world of his own. For this film
has elaborated a theme which was
the back of his mind for a long ti
"It is usual for each century to m'
understand itself"; he wrote long a~
"and in its ignorance of itself, to tu
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with regret towards the past I" It
Book Review
seems a high-sounding
idea requiring
a philosophical
treatise for elaboraAFTER NEHRU:
INDIA'S NEW
tion but its realisation on the screen
IMAGE
shows the virtuosit.y and inventiveBy G. S. Bhargava
ness of Clair.
The comic overtone
Allied Publishers, New Delhi. Rs. 20.
admirably fits in with the conception
of a very original
story in which
THE
succession story after Nehru.
dreams freely mingle with reality and
which is an anaemic record of
.an atmosphere,
altogether
different,
intrigues and selfish alliances, co~ld
is created.
have inspired Mr C. P. Snow to wnte
The provincial
music teacher rea novel.
He would have said, "It is
lapses into dreams to escape reality
a good story, Sir; so good that it is
which hurts him.
The girls he sees
really, Sir, a story and a half".
B.ut
around daily become transformed
in
in the hands of Mr Bhargava, despIte
his dreams and inhabit exotic places.
They
become
different,
delightful
his pretensions
that he was given a
and desirable.
The music teacher is ringside view of the game, the story
has so many gaps and loose ends,
an aspirant composer.
In his dreams
he finds himself conducting
his own
characters who appear
to. have n?
motjves, let alone prinCiples, that It
music. All the while in his dreams
he travels back in time tiII in the
will take readers years to finish the
first four chapters
which
contain
end the cavemen of Gaul chase him
about 70 pages. Lovers of spiteful
around.
His trance IS broken;
he
accepts the girl, the neighbouring
gossipy tales will also be' sorely disgarage owner's daughter,
and reconappointed.
Why doesn't. Mr ~harciles himself to reality.
The reality
gava write more about. th~ngs ltk~---:
now
IS somewhat
different,
for,
why Indira was called PnyadarshIllI
meanwhile
hisl musical composition
in the late Nehru's will and not Inhas been accepted by the National
dira Gandhi
or why the late MI
Opera.
Shastri kept Dr Radhakrishnan
sitTravelling
back in time is to reating from six in the evening to three
lise the myth that the old days were
in the morning on the eve of naming
better.
Clair, in a mood of riotous
his Cabinet, or probably about peoimagination,
places Gerars! Philipe
ple like that "youn?; woman Deputy
(the composer) in a jeep which is a
Minister
who had
a pardonable
sort, of time machine to travel back
weakness for the good things of life
and forth in time: when the whole
like cabaret and ball-room dancin?;"
past chases him he looks askance;
who would
attend
the Secretariat
his friends suggest that he has 'disand Parliament
III a coarse hometurbed the past'.
spun sari and a blouse of adequate
Clair's use of sound should have a
len?;th.
Mr
Bhargava
h~s spite,
special mention.
From the very bewhich
is a good thing.
But he
ginning all sorts of sound, the motor
should attempt to make it a little
mechanic's,
the plumber's,
the road
stronger.
Otherwise when he writes,
cleaner's, provide distraction
for the
"Funnily
enough, Mr Krishna
Memusician.
In his dream~ even when
non was also in the run", we may
an orchestra is being played the whole
ask, like that sour old type in the
lot of them with thdr
instruments
party, "Where
is the fun, pray,?".
make an 'orchestra'
of their own.
Even then Mr Bhargava may wnte
Alongside the main stream of events
another
book which it seems he
the minor characters thrive on their
would.
But he may not write about
warmth of friendship; - by a single
politics, because Kutch, the 22 days
stroke the director creates a wealth
war or the Chinese
puzzle are so
of human material.
fresh in the public mind that he
Clair's flair for the comical
and
could spare himself the trouble
of
his allpervading
romanticism,
comcopying from newspapers
(Indian).
bine with !tis deep humanism
to
The only part of the book which
make a tour de force.
.contains material worth notice is the
summary of the content of the C.RI.
NOW·
report on Patnaik-Mitra
affairs.
is available from
Bengali readers of the book reTHE CENTRAL
NEWS AGENCY
quire a strong warning.
Mr Bhar23/90 Connau?;ht
Circus
gava knows Mr Atulya Ghosh. And
New Delhi-I.
Mr Atulya Ghosh is "steeped in Gan-
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of e:
reign
and
beha
too~
\' iet!
TI
bom
if on
deml
polic
\Ve
the
ers c
term
all p
pIe (
decit
broa

dhian lore", "wields a facile pen",
"imbibes
Akhoy Sarkar's
flair [or
literature".
Atulya is a poet, too.
He has written prose verse. Above
all he is a superb orator in Bengali.
His bunch of letters to a friend's
daughter Mira broke new ground in
modern Bengali writing,
combining
lucid writing, chaste expression and
an easy style".
This Atulya, too, it
seems, is not a man bu t a man and a
half.
NlTYAPRIYA

I

GHOSH

Letters

Vietnam

llnd(

The BangIa Congress III a statement condemning
the U.S. bombing
of the Hanoi-Haiphong
area said that
the U.S. policy in Vietnam had never
got the support of the Indian pea·
pIe and hoped
that the. American
people would also rise. in protesl
against the U.S. bombing of
orth
Vietnam
and save the world from
another devastating
global war.
The BangIa Congress has emerged
as a political party and is bound to
jnfluence public opinion in this State
to the extent it deserves, but its state·
ment suffers from a serious weakness
because it IS silent on t).1e pro-im.
perialist
game the Indian Govern·
ment is playing.
It was the duty of
the Indian Government
as Chairman
of the International
Control Com·
mission to oppose U.S. military..-pre.
sence in Vietnam in a flagrant viola·
tion of the 1954 Geneva Agreement;
it was India's further duty to name
the U.S.A. as aggressor in Vietnam
and demand immediate withdrawal of
Americal
forces.
On the contrary
New Delhi is helping the illegal and
puppet
Ky regime by allowing ex·
ports from this country of trucks and
tractor,
industrial
gases, medicines
and similar items to South Vietnam.
Never before was the contradiction
between the Indian
bourgeois-land.
lord Government
and t.he people so
sharp as it is today.
For maintain·
ing class rule, the big bourgeoisie in
India are becoming more and more
dependent
upon
U.S. imperialism,
both externally and internally.
This
explains P.L. 480 food imports, devaluation of the rupee, fertilizer policy and many other things.
As a
result, our sovereiJ!rnty and indepen.
dence are gradually becoming items
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cile pen",
flair for
)Oet, too.
Above
:l Bengali.
a friend'
ground in
combining
~ssion and
ya, too, it.
man and a

e.

port in order to earn the £0change of neo-colonial rule
thc Congress Government i~
ing, at times very much like a
, c pccially on the issue of,

am.
ereforc, protesting against U.S.
m in Vietnam i not enough
does not at the same time con·
the pro-imperialist Vietnam
of the Congress Government.
nnot forget for a moment that
ongless rulers are no "prisonindecision" now; they are den d to side with the U.S. for
ractical purposes. But if the peo·
not to remain prisoners of in·
on, it is time to build up the
de t possible democratic front
film leadership, in order to
C.S. imperialism and tht
i ·Iandlord Congress Govern-

her, 1962. From then on the Soviet
Union has pursued a policy in international affairs which puts to shame
even the staunchest
supporter
of
non-violence.
If anyone
has the
faintest hope that there will be some
sort of a Moscow-Peking
rapport
if
the U.S. further escalat.es the war, he
is sadly mistaken.
The only way
now open to the Vietnamese and also
the Chinese people seems to be the
arduous,' blood-trodden
people's war
which, though time-c9nsuming
and
terrible in human suffering, will finally defeat modern imperialism.
MIHIR

KUMAR MITRA

Calcutta

Mr Johnson is not worried about
the anti-American
criticism in America and elsewhere because he realises
that there is little force behind it,
thanks to the negative and unCGmradely attitude of Russia and China and
B. N. SEN
other East European
countries
toCalcutta
wards the heroic people of Vietnam.
Russia and China are engaged more
our editorial 'The American Cen·
in diplomacy than in proletarian
in·
Uuly 8), while making a corternationalism.
Russia is more ina e ment of the Vietnamese
tum unfortunately ends with a
terested in Indonesia and India and
of pessimism, saying that '... we
China in Pakistan
in their power
struggle.
But the Indonesian
Comget Ilsed to further U.S. bar·
11 ..•. For we are all living in
munists have been butchered
while
meriran Century'. But the fact
India is now coming under the direct
control of America.
m that the U.S. not only can·
The Korean war was another story.
'n the Vietnamese war but also
America,
despite her modern weabe defeated.
real intention of the U.S. now
pons and the dubious diplomacy of
attack. !China's mainland
(by
her friends, conceded a major defeat
because the people of Korea were
nd not by land) and to destroy
u lear installations before China
directly helped by China, and Rusd bcwmc a full.fledged nuclear
sia played a more positive role there.
But now, because of the Sino-Soviet
. I his is behind the decision
rob Hanoi-Haiphong. The next
rift, both China and Russia are utilising Vietnam as a means to win
k. or so are therefore crucial.
Let Russia
hinese will not take the fir~t their th,eoretical battle.
becausethey want toOdefer direct
turn out more jewellery to decorate
ntation with the U.S. until
her maidens while Vietnamese
girls
are raped and tortured.
Let China
become a major nuclear power
h China's unwillingness
to
made atom and hydrogeJl
bombs
suffers at the
nt the U.S. will not spare her . while her neighbour
a U.S, air-attack, her dilemma
hands of the Americans.
tandable. But what is clearNIRMALENDU MITRA
dilemma for China is not so for
Calcutta
viet Union. Yet the Soviet
n chooses to stand aside while
Your leader 'The American Cen.
hi IDn's most barbarous imperialtury is a grim pointer to socialist incontinues its sa,vage aggression in
action in the face of mounting
imam. It is the Soviet Union's
perialist intervention
in Asia.
The
of peaceful co-existence which
U.S.S.R.'s reluctance
to be dragged
into ,confrontation
with the U.S.A.
made the U.S. warl!!.0ngers so
\e. The present approach
is the outcome of a complacency that
e U.S. has its origin
in
grows at a certain stage of developha\iolll' of the Soviet Union
ment in all spheres.
Russia refuses
the Cuban blockade of Octoto take risks of a global war which

she wants to avoid by her policy of
'peaceful
co-existence'.
This
runs
totally counter to the Marxist-Lenin·
ist concept of ,fighting imperialism
by stubborn
revolutionary
ardour
and zeal.
.
Socialism is a living force; peace
is everybody'~ desire, but peace and
socialism are synonymous with a recognition of humanistic
values, with
a determination
to condemn outside
interference in the liberation struggles
of other countries.
The Johnson ad·
ministration
today represents the biggest threat to world peace. Any fail·
ure to stand up to it will be tanta·
mount to subservience to the will ot
the imperialists.
PRABHANSHU BIKASH SAHA

Calcutta
Your leading article "The American Century"
(July 8) is a competent exposition
of the attitudes
of
Russia and China towards the Vietnam war. The people of North Vietnam are waging a long bloody struggle and their morale is too high to
be damaged by any measure of U.S.
aggression.
American
actions
are
being intensified
despite extremely
hostile public
opinion all over the
world.' Viewed in this background,
the roles of the Russians
and the
Chinese are not encouraging.
Your
comparison between the Korean and
Vietnam
wars, in this connection,
.exposes the strange features of Big
Power
dynamics.
The
bankruptcy
of socialist partisanship
has certainly
given the U.S. the impetus to continue its savage attacks in Vietnam.
The calculated evasion on the part
of the socialist countries of their revolutionary
duty
to defend
the
sovereignty
and integrity of North
Vietnam has been clear to all right
thinking persons all over the world.
The dangerous U.S. policy of escalation seems to worry a large number
of people but a critical awareness of
the magnitude
of the U.S. terror ill
Vietnam is .absent.
Few peoples and
governments
seem to worry about
the horrors
committed
on civilians
by the use of napalm, fragmentation
bombs, and toxic chemicals, in the
vain hope of sustaining a regime repudiated by its own people.
It is
tragic that. peoples and governments
have got used to anything concerning
the Vietnam war.
DEB DUTrA

Serampore
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It is heartening
that cnUcs of the
can pressure
in matters
of policy
U.S. bombing of the oil storage deformulation.
When in India induspots of the Hanoi-Haiphong
area are
trialisation
was at in embryonic
louder
than its backers.
But it is stage and U.S. aid was an imperative
not enough to denounce
the latest
necessity, he did not hesitate to anU.S. atrocity alone.
The legal basis
nounce his policy of non-alignment,
of American involvement in Vietnam
which was a rebuff to Dulles.
In
is dubious, as the war in South Viet1956, when we were courting Russia,
nam is essentially
a civil war. It
Nehru criticised the Russian venture
was most unfortunate
that a basically
in Hungary.
In fact it was his tacanti-colonialist
country
like
the
tic, shrewd and wise, to use Russian
U.S.A. backed France with money
aid as catalyst in order to secure more
(more than $2 billion)
and moral
from the U.S.A. and vice versa. But,
support in her war effort against the
in doing. so, he never let the aidfreedom-fighters
of Indo-China.
The
givers have any dominating
influence
U.S.A. committed the first offence by
in our policy formulation.
siding with colonialism,
and since
Shastriji
also never
yielded
to
then, like Macbeth, it does not care
American pressure, even if he did
to withdraw its hands once they have
not use the Nehru tactic of securing
been dyed in blood.
aid. He did not adopt the economic
The origin of the Vietnam war was
measures
suggested
by the
Beq
rooted in two conditions:
the· refusal
Mission.
of the Diem regime to discuss elecIt js during Mrs Indira Gandhi's
tion arrangements
with the North,
regime that New Delhi is yielding to
stalling thereby the reunification
of
American pressure.
the divided country and flouting the
PRANAB KUMAR DUTTA
terms of the Geneva agreement;
and
Calcutta
secondly, its at.tempt to liquidate all
political opposition and even abolish
A Banned Book
the elected village councilS that constituted the only form of democratic
Delhi newspapers report that the
rule in S. Vietnam.
American com'Vest Bengal Government
has prm·
plicity in both was obvious.
Driven
cribed
a
particular
book.
by its anti-Communist
neurosis, the
I have not yet come. across this
U.S.A. has ever sioce been helping
book
which, I believe from the title,
set up authoritarian,
anti:people
dicis an attempt at a definitive biography
tatorships in S. Vietnam, and back. of a religious
leader of medieval
ing them
to crush the Vietcong
Bengal by a Bengali scholar. I hope
'which, although Communist,
is also
one of my friends will be able to send
a genuine nationalist
movement.
me a copy before it is proscribed in
The latest U.S. Gallup poll results
this Union Territory
also.
indicate that the opinion in favour
There
may
be
doubts
about
the
of withdrawal
from Vietnam
has
scholarship of particular
authors or
mounted
considerably.
President
facts presented
in particular
books.
johnson broke faith with the people
But why proscription
of intellectual
who voted for him on the issue of
and literary works?
And this has
moderation
in foreign
affairs; no
been apparently
done on 'popular'
sooner was he elected than he leaped
demand.
How do you explain this
into the shoes of Barry Goldwater
'anti-intellectualism'
and 'irrational·
and plunked down on the side of the
ism'
in
'ever-progressive'
Bengal?
hawks.
The latest American
move
DIPAK
BASURAy·CHAUOHURI
only marks out its master-mind
as a
New Delhi
power-arrogant
bully.
PIYUS

GANGULY

Calcutta

Yielding To U.S.
I do not agree with Mr T. P.
Mukherjee
(July 8th), even though
he quotes from Time (March 1960)
to substantiate
his view that the
process of surrender
started under
Nehru.
Nehru,
with his towering
personality,
never yielded to Ameri·
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Left.. Unity
It seems that my letter regarding
left unity (June 17) has caused some
misapprehension.
I am not a member of the Left C.P.I., and my view
should not. be taken as that of the
official party.
But I am one of thosf'
who support
the movement
of the
common people in their daily strug-

gte, and one naturally identifies oneself with a party that is 'genuinely
leftist' both in intention and practice.
It is true that the Right C.P.!. or
the management
of Patriot
never
claim that the paper is a Right C.P.!.
organ.
But who does nQt. know that
Dange (S. Amrat) holds an import.
ant share in the paper?
Mr Amalendu Ganguli Guly 1) is
perfectly justified in urging the unit)
of all leftist parties in West Bengal.
This unity, however, must be genuine, not artificial.
Only those forces
which fight against imperialism
and
bourgeoisie-landlord
collaboration
should unite.
'Our main task is
obviously to isolate the principal enemy of the people, Congress Raj'. It
would be dangerous
to ally with
forces that directly or indirectly collaborate with the Congress.
Again.
united action does not and should
not mean that we should desist from
exposing the hypocrisy and the antipeople activities of other parties and
individuals.
The movement of the
masses alone can ensure real unity of
the left forces.
ARUN

MAZUMOAR

Calcutta

Conscience ?
At Ludhiana,
while laying some
foundation
stone, the philosopher .
President,
Dr Radhakrishnan
talked
by and large of the 'crisis of cons·
cience' that the country
is facin~
today:
But have we Indians
any
conscIence
at all?
This crisis of
conscience, however, seems to affect
other people differently.
One philo·
soph~r, Bertrand
Russell, resolving
a 'crisis of conscience'
at the age
of 92', tore up his Labour Party card
after 40 years of association, walks
the streets of London,
scornful of
ivory towers and un terrified by abuse,
on the issues of peace, t.he Caribbean
crisis or Vietnam.
Another philoso.
pher, Dr Albert Schweitzer, seared b\
his conscience, went to the jungles of
Africa to serve humanity.
Wha t is the reason for the ossifi·
cation of our intellect that does not
throb with the living issues of the
days?
Is it the climate, as Mr Nirad
C. Chaudhuri
puts it? But then,
this climate produced Vyasdev, Gau·
tam a
Buddha;
Vidyasagar
and
Tagore.
A. K. SEN
Calcutta
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